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.and It was no surprise  Websites are an important element to get information at the present time  Abstract:

on us and we are in the digital information society to find that the most important visitors to the internet At 

the age of only a few years, children today is an important visitor to the world of the Internet and became 

have a great interest  from the cast supervising the internet and had their own websites which intended for 

them without others . there are also different websites intended for children like as entertaining, informative 

and also of what is educational and there is a religious, It is no secret that these sites have become a very 

important source for forming the child personality and their culture and play an important role in 

influencing them . and through a prospective study for these websites presented to children it is shown that 

they have design features Instilled in the minds of the children western identities which do not belong to the 

Arabic culture nor Artistic heritage and doeas not make him feel with the importance of the Islamic art and 

the Arabic civilizations, so the studies must going to add the Arabic Islamic identity to All that is provided 

to the child and linked to Arab culture.  

Failure to observe the principles and design criteria  thatIn light of this, the research problem is 

appropriate to the culture and preferences of Arab children in some of Arabic websites intended for them , 

and  the inadequacy  of the design elements for  their age group and culture of Islamic art.  

By making some amendments to  , an Arabic website intended for children developThe research aims  to 

it and Provide an alternative model Take into account the design rules which are appropriate for children of 

the Arab and Islamic artistic heritage. 
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